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One more point: winter will soon be here with its attendant
human ills, which will obviously take heavier toll from a
population already debilitated by the causes I have pointed
out.-I am, etc.,

Uxbr-idge, Sept. 8. B. L. HARRISON, E.M.S.

Biological Bases of Courage
SIR,-The leading article on distrust, fear, and hate (September

7, p. 323) may be supplemented by calling attention to the
biological bases of courage. There has been some confusion
in thinking in regard to courage, because fighting in the animal
world, as well as amongst men, has been looked on as one
phenomenon; whereas attack or fight has at least two causes.
For brevity the case may be put thus: (1) An instinct early

developed is self-preservation, embracing many manifestations
typified by rage or fear, and the responses of flight and
fight. The physiological underlying unity is clear in adrenal
activity accompanying all and every variation of exhibition.
(2) Later in the evolutionary hierarchy the parental instinct
develops. This brings a new kind of fighting instinct. It is
better to name the accompanying manifestations courage, for
sometimes it is not fighting but the deliberate courting of
danger by the parent with the aim of protecting the young
that is involved. Again, the true physiological nature of the
response is proved by the absence of the protective behaviour
when the period of care for the young is over (that is, the
subsidence of the appropriate hormones). The parent animal
-cat, ground-bird, to mention the best-known types-reverts
to the self-preservation responses, which more frequently result
in flight than fight.

Experience in ourselves bears out this analysis, as indicated
in your leader. Timid and nervous people are transformed in
their reaction to personal danger when they have some part to
play in protecting others, the more helpless the better. For
our own morale we cannot aim too high in forgetting about
ourselves and helping other people. And since the " stranger
within our gates" is entirely dependent on us, spy mania is
one of the surest roads to loss of courage. The astute
"fifth column will always try to inject this poison.-I am,
etc.,
London, S.W.10, Sept. 8. W. L. CRENDON.

Vitaminized Bread
SIR,-Your annotation of July 27 (p. 125) shows clearly ouI

genius for compromise, which may yet again land us in serious
trouble, this time in the field of nutrition. A Ministerial spell-
binder has said that the whole world will watch the " experi-
ment" of vitaminized bread with interest. Have any ex-
periments been done on human beings to find out whether
in this synthetic cure all is absorbed in the human intestinal
tract? 1 believe that the mysterious " toxamin " of cereals
was sunk on this rock of availability-at least 1 see no refer-
ence to it in recent first-class literature-and either a Govern-
ment spokesman's talk of an experiment is loose talk or no
availability trials have been run.

Clinicians know the enormous doses of synthetic aneurin
that have to be given parenterally in the treatment of poly-
neuritis due to avitaminosis, so the availability of this substance
in its synthetic isolated state is not high. It is axiomatic in
clinical work that the more soluble the calcium salt the more
of it is absorbed, and of the most soluble at least 75% is
wasted as it is. The proposal now is to feed the population
of Britain on the most insoluble of all calcium salts. Clearly
it is important to know if this chalk has been found to be
available in the new bread. All the vitamin D in the world
will not cause utilization of calcium carbonate if it is not
first made soluible, and even then some 75%/ is wasted. I
appreciate the necessity for having wheat offal for farm stock,
but I very much fear that this latest attempt at compromise
will be an almost useless waste of money.

If availability trials on human beings have been done the
result should be made known to the medical profession. if
they have not been CUone the only scientific assumption to
make is that this doctoring of white flour is a waste of money
and of ingenuity. Mill wheat to 82% to 85%°h and increase
the synthetic A and D in the fat rations. On this matter of

scientific feeding our geniuis for compromise finds its excuse
in palatability and custom. Every final-year student knows
the answer to the white versuts brown bread controversy and
scientific knowledge should not be subject to compromise.-
I am, etc.,

Kingston, Jamaica, Aug. 26. W. E. MCCULLOCH.

Army Medical Organization
SIR,-I trust that you will be kind enough to allow me the

space to reply to certain criticisms and misstatements con-
cerning my book The Organization, Strategy, anid Tactics of
the Arm?1y Medical Services in War, which was noticed in your
issue of August 10.
Your reviewer, in common with many others, is obsessed

by the course of the present war up to date. The sweeping
results obtained by the enemy could only have been possible
by reason of the demoralization of our allies, and the then
limited Air Force at our disposal. These events have led to
the assumption that future battles will follow the same course
and that the fighting will be confined to tanks and aeroplanes.
That this will not be the case is proved by the fact that we are
raising infantry divisions, and continue to do so. The infantry
is still " Queen of the Battle," and always will be; and it is
not to be supposed that we have enlisted some 2.000,000 men
to pack them into tanks and aeroplanes, which may conquer
ground but which cannot hold it. For these reasons, when
we do take the offensive, the medical arrangements for these
masses of infantry must necessarily be those outlined, which
have been designed for highly mobile warfare, with special
arrangements on a smaller scale for mechanized divisions.
Among his criticisms your reviewer states that he was

unable, in the index, to find any trace of the words " inspec-
tion," " reconnaissance," " liaison," and "conferences," the
context implying that these important matters are omitted
from the volume under review. Inspection is a peacetime
term; in war we speak of reconnaissance, which is repeatedly
mentioned-for example, pp. 135, 201, 244, 253, 258, 259, and 260
-and is further considered under the heading of " Site"
in every chapter of Part lI. In particular I would draw
attention to the quotation from Field Service Regiulationis on
page 128: " Time spent on reconnaissance is rarely wasted."
Another alleged omission is that of liaison. The remarks
as to its practical importance in the review show that your
contributor is not aware of the more usual terminology,
" co-operation," which is in accordance with the discussion on
the principles of war in Field Service Regiulationis. The impor-
tance and vital necessity of this co-operation, or liaison if you
will, are stressed almost ad nauseain in nearly every chapter,
and a full discussion of this paramount principle will be found
on page 15, which is repeated on page 240. Your reviewer
writes: " Conferences would form tlhe heading of a useful
paragraph." Let him turn to page 272, where he will find it.
One omission is freely acknowledged, and that is the

contraindication against carrying certain surgical cases by
air transport. Any such purely surgical matters are beyond
the scope of a book on administration.
A further error in the use of military terms is where the

writer refers to administrative instructions; these are now
called administrative orders, the former being in use in the
last war. The statement that, " . . . in war, medical departments
of the staff should never issue operation orders - is at variance
with the official doctrine, as laid down in Field Service
Regiilationzs and in R.A.M.C. Training, by which the author
of this book is necessarily bound. Reference to Vol. 1,
p. 428, and Vol. II, p. 82, of the Official History of the Great
War will show actual examples of such orders. and will demon-
strate that the complicated arrangements for a great battle
can be dealt with in no other way. So much for higher
formations. It is not always realized that the A.D.M.S. of
a division plays a double part: not only does he act as the
commander's medical staff officer, and as such drafts the
medical paragraphs for insertion in administrative orders, but
he is the officer commanding his medical uinits. and therefore
he has to issue orders as does any other commanding officer.
Orders are not lengthy, or should not be; those for divisional
medical units can be written on the back of a postcard:
written orders prevent mistakes, and fix the responsibility
for any such.
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